
Where Does Skt bhtivati Come From?

1 This paper is an adaptatio~ of my Collitz Lecture at the 1991 Linguistic
Institute, held at the University of California, Santa Cruz.
2 This fact has frequently been noted; see, e g, Anttila (1969:141), Strunk
(1972:24-5), and McCone (1991:127 fl). Here and below I give the root as
*bhuH-, since there is no reliable evidence for the commonly cited full gmde
*bheuH-. The root-fmallaryngeal is sometimes mistakenly identified as *h2 on
the strength of Lat -lxun, -biis, -bat; see note 3.
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Skt bhdvati 'is, becomes' (root bha-) was for the Indian
grammarians the canonical specimen ofa regular present, the typical
representative of the first, or bhavati-class.I More recently, the
derivation of bhdvati from bhu- has been used as a classroom ex
ample to introduce students to two of the most basic rules of San
skrit grammar - the gUQa-strengthening of -11- and -i - to -0- and -e
and the change of -0- and -e- to -av- and -ay- before vowels. Yet for
all its synchronic regularity, the stem bJufva- poses daunting
historical problems. An exactly cognate form is found in Iranian,
where GAv bauuaitl and OP bavatiyall butprove the existence ofa
class I present *bhd!JOti in Indo-Iranian. Further afield, however,
there is no evidence for a full-grade thematic present of the type Gk
*plu!(w)ii, Lat *fouD or Orne *bewwan in any of the other IE lan
guages. We have no basis for assuming a PIE *bMuHeti; the pre
sent *bhdlJati was an Indo-Iranian innovation.

This fact is hardly surprising, given the well-known predilec
tion ofthe root *bhuH- for the zero grade.2 The apparent substitu
tion of the root form *bhuH- for expected *bheuH- or *bhouH- is
well documented in the following PIE categories:

1. ROOT AORISf. PIE root aorists of the normal type had e 
zero ablaut, as, e g, in 3sg *dlu!hrt 'put', pi *dhhrent, 3sg*g~em-t

'went', pi *g~m-ent.The root aorist of *bhuH-, however, had invar
iant zero grade, as shown by Ved dbhiit, dbhiivan, Gk ephu, ephan,
OCS by(stii), by§!? (with secondaly sigmatization) and probably Lat
Jul. The corresponding subjunctive, contrary to the pattemof regular
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3 Additional cases of the abhva-type, which refleet a rule of PIE antiquity, will
be discussed below. Lal -bOo -bis, -bil closely resembles the Insular Celtic sub
junctive of the verb 'to be', which presupposes a stem *b(w)elo- (cf McCone
1991:116 CO. The Celtic forms, however, probably owe their monosyllabicity,
at least in part, to an inner-Celtic shortening of *buwelo- « *bhuH-elo-) to
*b(w)elo· in clitic position rather than to an IE sound law. Entirely parallel to
Lat -bO, -bis, -biI and Celtic *b(w)elo- are the Latin imperfect auxiliary -bam,
-bds. -bal and the Old Irish preterite *b(w)d- (cf 1 sg M. 3 pi Mtir. etc). which
can only go back to a virtual PIE *bhuH-eh,., with an element *-eh,- of contro
versial origin. Nothing, in my opinion, speaks for Rix's derivation of -bam,
-bas, -bal from an otherwise unknown full-grade root aorist *bhyeh,- (Rix
1976:214).
4 I owe this derivation to Haraldur Bernharllsson. The Proto·Germanic redupli·
cated stem *bebii- is still palpable in OHG 3 pi pret biruun (i.e.• bird +-un).
with the curious, but independently documented, substitution of -r- for medial
-b- (~).

fonns like Ved gdmat < *gqemet, karat 'may do' < *keret, etc,
clearly had zero grade as well: cf Ved bhlivat, -an, etc, matching
YAv Isg buua, 3sg buual, 3 pi bun < *bu!!i1n and, almost certainly,
OAv b(a)uuaal, etc (see below). Further evidence for the aorist sub
junctive *bhuHe!o- comes from the Latin future auxiliary cbi5, -bis,
-bit < *-bh~!o-, with the same secondary laryngeal loss as in Ved
dbhva- (dissyllabic) 'monster, Unwesen' < *if-bhu(H)-o-.3

2. PERFEcr. The regular 0 - zero ablaut pattern of the PIE
perfect (e g, 3sg *mem6n-e 'bears in mihd', pi *memn-ir,. 3sg
*!!6id-e 'knows', pi *!!id-€r) did not extend to the perfect of*bhuH-,
which had only the non-alternating zero-grade stem *bhebhuH-.
Typical reflexes are Ved I, 3sg babhava, with analogical cu- from
forms of the type 2 sg babhatha « *bhe-bhUH-th2e), etc; Ok 3 sg
pephiike, with secondary k-inflection;. Umbr 3 pi fut perf. fefure
<*fefu-z-ent; and - most interesting of all, perhaps - OIce 3 sg bj6
'dwelt' <*beu <*bewu < *bepu-.4 The apparent o-grade of YAv 3
sg buuliuua «*bu,bii!!O) is clearly an innovation vis-a-vis the zero
grade of Skt babhiNa. aIr boi'(there) was', which has usually been
traced to an unreduplicated o-grade perfect *bowe, is, as we shall see
shortly, better explained otherwise.

3. PRESENT. Many PIE roots in *-VH- formed athematic pre
sents of the type 3sg *dhehri-e 'sucks', 3pl *dhhri-enti (or *-ji-

, A sec,!nd, less frequent type, represented by 3 sg *splh,-j-e 'gets along well',
3 pi *speh,- hlti, bad i! - eablaut; both types inflected according to the 'h,e
conjugation' (cf Jasanoff1994:160·1).
6 Cf, e g, Puhvel (1960:55-60).
7 The short -li- ofVed dMyati appears to bave been extracted from the original
1sg form, where the root-finallaryn~ealwas lost by a regnlar IE dissimilation
rule (*dMhr i'l2e > *dMil2a > *d/ulja-). So too Gk deiJ 'I bind', ktdomai 'I
obtain', etc, likewise with a short vowel(cf Jasanoff 1994:160-1).
s Narten ablaut is suggested by the Baltic union vowel ·i- (Lith I plll'!i'krime,
2pl veFksite, etc), which points to a lost 3pl in *-inti < *-1]Ii. Cf Jasanoff
(1988b:233-4). . '
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r), with e - zero ablaut, invariant *-i- as a stem formative, and per
fect-like endings.s The original 'i-present' inflection is best pre
served in the Hittite type 3sg i!fJiij 'binds', pI i!!Jiyanzi, 3sg diii
'puts', pi tiyanzi - a class on which Jaan Puhvel wrote insightfully a
generation ago.6 Outside Anatolian such formswere mostly remade
to presents in *-je!o-, usually with generalized full grade of the root
(cf Arm diem, Latv. deju 'I suck', OHO tlien 'suckle' < *dh€je!o-;
Ved dhdyati 'suckles' < *dMje!o-)} The PIE present of *bhuH
was of this type as well. Here, however, there were no full-~rade

forms; the daughter languages show only reflexes of *bhuie!o
(Omc *biian 'dwell'), *bhdje!o- (Ok phl10mai 'I grow') and - 'with
laryngeal metathesis of*bhuH-i- to *bh!!iH- -*bh!!1je!o- (Latfio 'I
become', OIr biid 'is wont to be', as biu(m) 'I am').

4. DESIDERATIVE/FUTURE. The PIE desiderative presents in
*-(h])s-, of which several types must be distinguished, were mostly
characterized by fUll-grade vocalism. The 'future' in *(h])s-je!o-,
best attested in active participles, normally had e-grade: cf Ved
vCJk9Ydnt- 'about to say', karii}'dnt- 'about to do', Lith tiegsiant
'about to bum', vei'ksiant- 'about to weep',etc. Ved bhavii}'dnt
'about to be' conforms to this pattern, but the full grade bhav- is
shown to be s~condary by the three-way agreement of YAv
ba!iia'lt-, Lith biisiant- and oes by!t;J!t-, all with zero grade. Ano
ther sigmatic formation, athematic and originally characterized by e
e ('Narten') ablaut, underlies the Oscan-Umbrian future and the
fmite forms of the Baltic future (cf 3p tiegs, vei'ks).8 Significantly,
here too the corresponding forms of the verb 'to be' have zero grade
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11 bodhi is discussed in an important paper by Stephanie Jamison (Jamison to
appear). who shows that this form, unlike the regular imperative bhdva ~UIS
primarit! in position~ in the pad. that would have been favorable to .;poradic
contraction or shortemng. She advocates. Prakrit-like contraction of *bhaua 10
*bho. with subsequent addition of *-dhi. I would prefer to take *bho fro~ an
apocopated byform *bha~'. typologically comparable' to Lat foe. die. due <
foee, dice. dfce.
12 So already Kuiper (1937:98).

~egories. So far as we can judge, the propagation of *bhiil}- out
SIde the present system was largely or wholly a post-Indo-Iranian
process. Thus, the Vedic future bhavi~d- is demonstrably an inno
vation v!s-a-vis Av biiJiia-, while the late Vedic causative bhiivaya-,
along With such forms as the gerundive bhdvia-/bhiivid- and the in
fmitive bhdvitum.. are wholly confmed to Indic. Another secondary
full-grade form IS the peculiar Vedic imperative bodhl, which ap
pears to be based on an inner-Indic treatment of the Indo-Iranian 2sg
present imperative *bhdl}a.I 1

. Comparable instances of 'neo-guTJa' and 'neo-vrddhi' in
Iraman are harder to identify. The only clear case is the Younger
Aves~ 3sg perfect buuiiuua, which corresponds to a virtual Indic
*b~bhiiva. More problematic are the Gathic root aorist subjunctives
VarIously transrrntted as 3sg bauual, bauuaiti, 3 pi bauuaiTJti, with
apparent full grade, and as buual, buuaiti, buuaiTJIi, with zero grade.
Hoffinarm (1967:236-7, n 246) takes the spellings with -auu- to be
corr~ct and assumes a full-grade subjunctive *bhdl}at(i) for Indo
II:anIan; the use of the stem *bhdl,!ll- in non-modal contexts, in his
VIew, ~ventually led to its reinterpretation as a present indicative in
Sanskrit, Younger Avestan and Old Persian.I2 This is hardly pos
sible. The shared zero grade of Ved bhlivat, YAv buual, and Lat
-bO, -bis, -bit is palpably an IE inheritance; even if bauua- were the
real root aorist subjunctive of bu- in Gathic Avestan, the full grade
~ould have to be an inner-Gathic innovation. In fact, however, there
IS no reaso~ to trust the spellings with -auu- at all. The graphic se
quences <an> and <auu> are often substituted for original <ii> and
<uu> in Avestan, and vice versa; a particularly revealing example is
the hapax form habuuaiTJti~Y. 38. 3 (Yasna Haptaghaiti), which is
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(Osc, Umbr 3 sg just, Lith bUs < *bast(i». In Greek, where the
future in -se/o- properly has e-grade (cf punthdnomai 'I learn', fut
peusomai, etc), the future ofphuomai is simply phasomai.

5. ITERATIVE-CAUSATIVE. The causative of bha- in Sanskrit is
bhiivayati, which has sometimes been compared with OCS iz-baviti
'save, redeem' and referred to a PIE lengthened grade *bhOuH-tfje/o.
Neither the Sanskrit nor the Slavic form, howe1ler, is likely to be
old. bhiivayati has no counterpart in Avestan, and is represented in
the Rigveda only by the adjective bhiivayu- 'invigorating', which is
found once in the tenth book.9 In Slavic, iz-baviti is transparently a
derivative of iz-byti 'escape', and as such. is easily explained as an
analogical creation on the model of pairs like u-naviti : u-nyti 'make/
grow slack', *taviti (cf Siov o-taviti 'fortify') : tyti 'make/grow fat',
etc. The PIE iterative-causative of *bhuH-, if there was one, was
probably in fact simply *bhuH-eje/o-, with zero-grade. Indirect evi
dence for such a preform survives in Germanic, where *bhuH-eie/o
initially yielded pre-Ornc *buwijan- and then, with analogical substi
tution of the vowel of the non-causative present (*bii-(j)an-),
*bilwijan-. The new *buwijan- gave *buwwijan-, which eventually
yielded the Old Norse weak verb byggva, -ja 'live, settle, popu
late'.I°

We are now in a position to see the problem of IIr *bhdl,!llli in
a slightly wider perspective. The root *bhuH- was apophonically in
variant in late Proto-Indo-European, at least as far as the verbal sys
tem was concerned. Early Indo-Iranian inherited a complete inven
tory of zero-grade tense stems, including, inter alia, an aorist
(*bhu~), a perfec~ (*bhabhu-), a future (*bhiiJjd-), (probably) ,a
causative (*bhu!.l4!a-) and, above all, a present (*bhuja- or *bhl}i
ja-). Thelast of these, for which we may write simply *bhaja-, was
replaced within Indo-Iranian by the innovated stem *bhdl}a-; it was
this present that became the starting point for the spread of the gUTJa
grade *bhal}- and the vrddhi grade *bhiil}- to other morphological

9 The evidently secondiuy character of the causative of bhUc·in Indo-Iranian
makes it impossible to accept Insler's suggested emendation of GAv
aabiiuuaiial to *b<iuuaiial.t Y. 31. 17 (Insler 1975:16.189).
10 So t>6rhaUsd6ttir (1993:157 fl). .
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13 CfNarten (1986:69, 211-2), disambiguating Kellens (1984:360-1).
14 So correctly Insler (1975:19, 132) and, more recently, Kellens and Pirart
(1988:50), who note that the change of the preverb auua to auuO in
auuO.b(a)uuaili (Y.30. 10) points to an original -u- in the following syllable.
15 Thematic presents were formed by the Indo-Iranian roots *pii- purify', *ihii
call' and *ii- favor'. The stempiva- is media tantum in Vedic and not found in
Iranian. Ved /uiva- is likewise media tantum; its rare Avestan cognate zauua- is
found once in the middle and once in the active beside the far commoner zbaiia
(= Ved hvciya-). The closest parallel to the pattern *bhii- : *bMlJilti is thus *ii
: *dlJilti (cfVeddvati, Av auuaitl), but the similarity is illusory: the two verbs
are in no other way paralleL and the zero grade *ii-is, synchronically speaking,
little more than a grammarians' fiction.

found with -auu- spellings in four manuscripts.13 The only eco
nomical hypothesis is that the true Gathic subjunctive was buua!,
buuaiti and buuai1Jti, with the same zero grade as in the other Indo
Iranian dialects.14

Where then - to modify the question asked in our title - did IIr
*bhdJ!ati in fact come from? There was nothing even remotely simi
lar-looking in Proto-Indo-European, where the present of *bhuH
was *bhuH-i-; nor was there any other tense or mood of IIr *bhii
from which a full grade *bOO!!- could have been abstracted. No
other common Indo-Iranian root in *-ii- had a present in *-d!!ati - a
fact which eliminates the possibility of explaining *bhd!!Qti as a
rhyme follll<l1ion,15 Given the absence of any obvious alternatives,
it may seem tempting to regard the replacement of pre-IIr *bhajati
(vel sim.) by *bhd!!ati as an unmotivated morphological shift, a
simple change in lexical marking that transferred the root *bhii- from
one form class (present class IV) to another (present class I).
Realignments of this kind are found in many languages: nouns, e g,
may change their plural in German or their gender in French. The
mechanism at work in such cases is clear: children with limited ex
posure to primary linguistic data make incorrect assumptions about
the grammatical behavior of individual words and transmit their er
rors to other speakers. The reason why the shift from *bhdjati to
*bhd!!ati cannot be adequately explained in this way is that it is im
possible to imagine the conditions under which a remodeling so
drastic, especially in the common verb 'tobe', could have resisted

correction and taken root in a language as conservative as Indo
Iranian.

A new and more promising approach to the problem of
*bhd!!Qti is suggested by the history of a seemingly unrelated form
in another branch ofIndo-European. The Old Irish 3sg boi (conjunct
'boi, unstressed -bae) '(there) was' belongs synchronically to the
paradigm of the substantive verb; it is usually traced to a Common
Insular Celtic *bowe (cf above) and compared with MW bu 'was',
which presupposes an apocopated variant *bow',1 6 The preform
*bowe, outwardly the 3sg of an o-grade perfect, occupies a position
in Celtic somewhat analogous to that of *blid!!ati in Indo-Iranian.
Celtic, like Indo-Iranian, inherited only zero-grade forms of *bhuH-,
and limited its apophonic experiments with this root to the form
*bowe itself (cf pres *b(w)[ie/o-, pret *b(w)ii-, subj *b(w)e/o-, ver
bal noun *butii). At frrst glance, it might seem attractive to attribute
the o-grade of *bowe to a pre-Celtic remodeling of the inherited 3sg
perfect *bhebhuH-e (or *bebuwe) to *bhebMuH-e (*bebowe),

16 A preform *biiwe (*biiw') would also account for the attested forms, but
would be much harder to justify morphologically. McCone (1991:131-3) fa
vors starting from a thematic 3 sg *buwet, which he sees as the analogical re
placement of an earlier root aorist *biit. This does not seem likely. There is at
best uncertain evidence that Proto-Celtic *-uwe- would have given -owe- in
Irish; McCone's belief in a 'Celtic change uw > ow before a vowel other than i'
seems to be based on his view that Olr oac and MW ieuanc young', along with
Gallo-Lat Iouincillus, go back to a preform *yowankos < *yuwankos < *h,ju
H1J-fo-. But *yowankos is not the phonological reflex of *h,ju-Hv-fo-, which
would have given *yunkos < *yiinkos in Celtic, just as *Hi-Hnlf-eti'reaches'
gave "7nketi and Olr ·icc. The vocalism of oac and ieutinc is an ..;.uogicaltrans
fcrfrom the comparative and superlative (Olr 00, oom, MW ieu, ieu(h)af), where
*h,jel}- was inherited from the parent language (cf Ved ydvlyas-; ytiviflha-).
Chronologically, the creation of McCone's *buwet would have to have post
dated the replacement of the stems *buwe/o- (subjn) and *buwa- {imperfect ('!)
by *b(w)e/o- and *b(w)a- - a replacement that was ouly completed in the Insular
Celtic period. But if *buwet was in fact a relatively late innovation. it is curi
ous that neither Irish nor Brittonic preserves any trace of the thematic stem
*buwe/o- elsewhere in the preterite paradigm. Old Irish, in particular, shows
only suppletive forms in bd- (1 sg bd, etc) where McCone's theory predicts *b6
< *bowo- < *buwo-. The isolation of the 3sg boi suggests that it is a relic
fOnD, not a recent normalization.
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18 Cf Mayrhofer (1986:129, 140), who commes his examples to cases of *h,
and to '*bhuh,.,' the laryngeal of which is in fact indeterminate (see n 2). That
thc word for 'whecl' belongs here was pointed out to mc by Alan Nussbaum.
19 Since accented zero grades were infrequent and for tbe most part secondary in
Proto-Indo-European, the perfect of *bhuH- is inevitably thc only quotable case
in which the laryngeal lost by the neogn6s rule was preceded by an accented
vo~el. (Note, however, the possibly related laryngeal loss in Ved 3sg perf
jaft.na (: jan'- beget') < *g"egon(h,Je. if the -Ii- of this form is not simplyana
logical.) Whether the accent of 3 sg *bhebhUHe would have been displaced
leftwanls (*bMbluje) or rightwards (*bhebJu.¢) by the loss of the medial syllable
is unknowable but irrelevant; see further below.
20 In particular, it is now clear that OIr subae joy' < *su-bwiyo- 'well-being' is
a genuine counterexample; my earlier comparison of subae with Gk hugiefa
'health' must be withdrawn in the light of Weiss' deinonstration that hugiefa
goes back to *hliu-g'!ihr 'having long-lasting life'(Weiss 1993; 169 ffl. The
origin of the Old Irishffuture is too obscure to shed any light on the treatment
of medial *-bw-. .

reduplication syllable (cf Gk gfgnetai, Lat gignitur 'is born' <
*-gn(hJ)-e-; Ved 3 sg dpiprata 'filled' < *-pl(h/)-e-; prohably Ved
cdkra-, Gk Ia1klos, etc 'wheel' < *-~I(H)-o-).I8 Among the roots
known to have been subject to this treatment was *bhuH-, which
clearly underwent reduction to *-bhl}- in Lat *-bO, *-bis, *-bit <
*-bhu(H)-o- and Ved dbhva- < *1}-bhu(H)o- (cfabove). The redu
plicated perfect *bhebhUH-e should therefore have appeared as
*bhebhl}e.l 9

The subsequent simplification of*bebwe (*bhebhl}e) to *bewe
(*bhel}e) could in principle have come aboutthrough regular sound
change or sporadic dissimilation. In my 1988 discussion, which
took it for granted that the reduction of the internal cluster was a
purely Celtic phenomenon, I favored the assumption of an early
Celtic (i e pre-lenition) sound law which converted intervocalic
*-bw- to *-w-. Such a rule could probably still be defended,
although recent discoveries have significantly diminished its
appeal.20 Celtic considerations aside, however, the recognition that
*bhebhl}e was already a PIE form makes it attractive to think of the
change of *-bhl}- to *-1}- asa PIE development as well. .This
assumption would have the advantage of allowing a common solu
tion to the problem of Celtic *bowe and the still unexplained Indo-
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parallel to the remodeling of IIr *bhabhul}a to *bubiil}a (> bu
uiiuua) in Younger Avestan. But the creation of *bubiil}a (> bu
uiiuua) in Iranian was powerfully assisted by the already well-es
tablished present *bal}Qti, which had no equivalent in Celtic. And
*bowe, it must be emphasized, is NOT the regular reflex of *bebowe,
which would have retained its reduplication and yielded *bebae in
Old Irish (cf 3 sg lelaig 'licked' < *leI6igh-e, geguin 'slew' <
*gqhegqMn-e, etc). Reduplication was an integral part of the perfect
stem in Proto-Indo-European and remained so in most of the early
IE languages - a fact which tends to be underappreciated by scholars
steeped in the special history of the perfect in Germanic. If the early
Celts had taken the trouble to create a 'normal' 3sg perfect*bebowe,
it is hard to see why they would have proceeded to strip the newly
regularized form of its canonical first syllable.

In an article written some years ago (Jasanoff 1988a), I re
viewed these facts and proposed a different analysis of *bowe. The
PIE 3sg perfect *bhebhUH-e, I argued, would almost certainly have
given Celtic *bebwe; this, I suggested, was dissimilated to *bewe
within Celtic, whence the quasi-attested *bowe.I 7 I did not attempt
to specify the mechanics of the change from *bhebhuH-e to *bebwe,
noting merely that PIE roots with zero-grades of the form *(C)CRH
normally appear in Old Irish with 3sg perfects of the type
*Ce(C)CR-e or *Ci(C)CR-e (cf 3sg ad'giuin 'knows' < *-gegne
(root *gnehr/*gnhr ), tfuil'took away' < *title (root *telhr/*tlhr ),
dith 'sucked' < *did(y)e (quasi-root *dheihr/*dhihr )}. Most such
forms, of course, are analogical, as shown by their generalized zero
grade. In the case of the root *bhuH-, however, there is good reason
to believe that the 3sg perfect *bhebhUH-e would have been reduced
to *bhebhl}e within the parent language itself. A well-known PIE
process (the 'neogn6s rule') deleted root-final laryngeals in se
quences of the form *-CJYf-V- in certain word-medial environ
ments; these included (a) second position in compounds (cf Gk neo
gn6s 'new-born', Latpriui-gnus 'stepson' < *.gn(hJ)-6-; Ved tuvi
grd- 'mightily swallowing' <*gqr(h3)-6-; Ved a-gra 'maid' «
*'never pregnant') < *gqr(h2)-u-), and (b).the position following a

17 Cf McCone (1991:126·7), who appears not to know my 1988 discussion.
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23 *bh{jyati too, it should be noted, would have acquired its *-ti secondarily;
the PIE 3sg was *bhUH-j-e (cf note 5).

newer 'resultative' value ('have become') that the perfect displays in
most of the IE daughter languages.

Predictably, the paradigm just described; with its idiosyncratic
alternation of *bhebhii-/*bhebhulJ- and *bhelJ-, proved highly un
stable. Like Greek, Germanic and possibly Italic (though not Celtic),
Indo-Iranian reintroduced the reduplicated stem *bhebhii-/
*bhebh~lJ- into the 3s~, thus creating a new *bhebh~e or
*bhebhiilJe (> Ved babhiiva). The effect of this step, however, was
not to el~inate the older 3sg*bhtflJe, but to trigger a paradigm split.
*bhebhiilJe, as the formal renewal of the 3sg perfect, took on all the
productive perfect functions, maintaining them into the historical pe
riod. *bhe!le, on the other hand, survived as a relic form in the
meaning 'is, is wont to be', losing its specifically resultative value
and approaching the sense of the inherited present *bhaje/o
« *bhuH-i-) 'become, be, be wont to be'. Once established in
Proto-Indo-Iranian as the functional equivalent of a present, *bhtflJe
- or, as we may now write, *bhdlJa - appeared exceptional in
another way: it lacked the characteristic ending *-ti, which marked
every other 3 sg present active in the language. Almost inevitably,
the anomaly was corrected through the expansion of *bhd!/O to
*bhd!lati, just as, e g, 3 sg dSaya 'lay' and *dduha 'milked' were
l~ter remade to dsayat and dduhat in Vedic.. The new *bhd!lati gave
nse to a complete class I paradigm (lsg *bhdlJii(mi), 2sg *bhduasi,
etc), which fell together semantically with the older present *bhftyati
and eventually replaced it entirely,23

According to this account, then, IIr *bhdlJati was not origi
nally a full-grade thematic present at all. The root *bhuH- did not
make a full grade in Proto-Indo-European, nor did a full grade of
*bhii- exist in Proto-Indo-Iranian prior to the creation of*bhd!/Oti it
self. The entry of the stem *bhd!/O- into the Indo-Iranian verbal
system was effected, so to speak, by the back door. Normal phono
logical processes reduced the 3sg perfect *bhebhUH-e to *bheqe in
late Proto-Indo-European; the synchronic opacity of this form then
led in Indo-Iranian to its complete disassociation from the perfect
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Iranian *bhdlJa-. I would therefore now suggest that the simpli
fication of PIE *bh...bhu... to *bh...u ... was an inner-IE dissimi
lation - a sporadic change favor~d both by the unstable,
typologically marked character of the cluster *bh1J21 and by the
frequency of the form *bhebluje, which had a meaning approaching
that of the copula (see below). Once in place, the new *bheqe would
have developed normally to *bewe in Celtic, whence *bowe and OIr
boE. The treatment of *bheqe in Indo-Iranian was, as we shall see,
somewhat more complicated.

If the above hypothesis is correct, the pre-Indo-Iranian perfect
of the root *bhii- must hav,e included a 1sg *bhebhiil!a <
*bhebhuH-hze, a 2sg *bhebhiitha < *bhebhUH-thze, and a 3sg
*bheqe < *bhebhfJe < *bhebhuH-e.22 A few other synchronic facts
can be noted. It is probably safe to assume that the 3 sg *bhelJe
would have been accented *bhtf!le in early Indo-Iranian - either be
cause the position of the PIE accent was regularly shifted leftward
when *bhebhuH-e underwent the neognos rule within the protolan
guage, or because *bhe!!i, the phonologically regular output of the
neognos rule, was analogically remade to *bhtflJe under the influence
of *!!dide 'knows' and other 3 sg perfects in *-e. From a semantic
point of view, the perfect of pre-IIr *bhii- would have covered a
considerable spectrum of values, ranging from the inherited stative
sense ('be in the state ofhaving become' > 'be, be wont to be') to the

21 Note that the cluster *b(hi-u- even where apparently secondary as in Celtic
*b(w)e/o- and *b(w)ti- - is almost never retained in the attested IE languages.
Ved dbhva- is altogether exceptional and may owe its preserved -bhv- to the still
palpable synchronic connectionof this form with the root *bhii-. Indeed, it is
not unlikely that the simplification of *bhM to *bh was already a PIE change
and that the aberrant development of*bhebhlJe to *bhelJe was a speciallreatment
conditioned by the *bh of the immediately preceding syllable. Such a view
would be consistent with the old idea that PIE *-bhMO- was the source of the
nominal SuffIX *-bho- in animal names (cfVed v[fabM- 'bull', Gk eripkas 'kid'.
etc).
22 The phonological treatment of the 3 sg would presumably h3ve been repeated
in the 3pl, where *bhebhuH.~r (*.{(s)7) ought to have given PIE *bherJir or
*bhe'!f(s). Not surprisingly, there is no reflex of such a form in the .attested
daughter languages.
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paradigm and, ultimately, to the fonnal renewal *bhdua > *bhduati.
The seeming transparency of Skt bhdvati merely u~derscores'the
truth of Meillet's famous dictum (Meillet (1931:194)) that 'les
fonnes qui, adate historique, sont nonnales, sont celles qui ont subi
Ie plus de refection.'24

24 Quoted after Watkins (1969:63).
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The Myth of Direct Reflexes
of the PIE Palatal Series in Kati

ANDREW L. Snn.ER

University o/Wisconsin at Madison

The reconsnuction of a Proto-Indo-European stop system with
a five-place contrast (exemplified throughout this discussion by the
voiceless series, *p, *t, *K, *k, and *k"') is surely taken for granted
now. The reasons for three different dorsal contrasts are well-known
and do not require rehearsal. At a minimum, it is the only recon
snuction compatible with sound theory and method; beyond that
there are Inc;lo-Europeanists who seem to accept it as a reasonable
stab at actual history or even regard the threeway dorsal constrast as
an important discovery.

As late as the 1920s, however, the acceptability of the three
dorsal reconsnuction was still a live issue; and some scholars dis
missed it in blunt terms (Sturtevant 1926, for example, inveighs
against the whole idea of a centum/satem division). And the prob
lems with the plausibility of the PIE stop system qua system have if
anything increased with time and reflection. Although there are
known stop systems with as many contrasts - and more - they al
ways are elaborated in fashions different from the PIE reconsnuc
tion. The choice seems to be between an elaboration of coron!l! op
positions, as in Malayalam's /p ~ ! c k/; or an elaboration of dorsal
contrasts in a fashion quite different from the Indo-European recon
struction, as in the typical Salishan system, e.g. Bella Coola, of Ip t k
kw q qWI. In fact, there seem to be no known languages with a five
place contrast distributed in the way reconstructed for PIE.

When uneasiness is voiced over the usual reconsnuction, the
plain velars are usually the focus of concern. To cite a recent exam
ple, Huld (1984:138) frames his discussion of the reflexes of three
dorsal stops in Albanian in terms of its bearing on the reconsnuction
of the plain velars specifically. There is no question that the evidence
for the palatals and labiovelars is qualitatively different from the evi
dence for the plain velar series. Most good cases of plain velars are
attested adjacent to liquids (chiefly *r, but not rarely *l), the high


